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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

The newly proposed term "hepatoskeletal" disorders may not compatible to present with the impact of chronic liver disease on the "musculo"skeletal system since "musculo" is omitted.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Strengths: The subject is novel and constructive. Weaknesses: Absence of definition and interpretation of the proposal word. Some specific concerns: The title should be rephrased to be more appropriated, e.g., Hepatomusculoskeletal Disorders: Coining a new term might be helpful for the management of chronic liver disease related musculoskeletal anormalities More rational and limitation of coinig the new term should be added, e.g., that chronic liver disease impacts metabolism and hormones and other aspects, resulting synergistically in musculoskeletal disorders, etc. Definition and interpretation of the proposal new term should be added, with comparison to other analogous coined terms. The term “Hepatoskeletal Disorders” may be rephraesd as “Hepatomusculoskeletal Disorders”, with reference to the context.
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Interent point of view and approach in a frequent, but not always acknowledged issue.
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I think that the authors' main contribution is an attempt to find a term that draws attention to the bone changes related to chronic liver disease is really important. The best term and definitions will emerge from peer discussions. Therefore, it is important to raise the issue.
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